Preparing the camera for mounting
Remove the outer shell and unscrew the dome.

Mounting Options of the D26

Installation on Walls or Ceilings Without Accessories
First, mount the Vandalism Kit on a wall or ceiling and tighten it using the four security screws. Then attach the Outdoor Wall Mount to the Pole Mount. Finally, install the dome and the outer shell.

Installation With Outdoor Wall Mount and Pole Mount (Accessory)
After drilling the holes for fixtures (see «Drilling Templates»), attach the Outdoor Wall Mount at the designated position using dowels and screws. Then lead the cabling and click the camera into the clamps of the cover plate of the Outdoor Wall Mount. Finally, install the dome and the outer shell.

Installation With Pole Mount and Outdoor Wall Mount (Accessory)
Remove the cover plate of the Outdoor Wall Mount. After drilling the holes (using steel straps), attach the Outdoor Wall Mount to the Pole Mount. Finally, install the dome and the outer shell.

Installation With Pole Mount and Mounting Ring (Accessory)
Remove the outer shell and unscrew the dome. Mount the Mounting Ring of the D26 at the designated position using dowels and screws. Then lead the cabling and install the camera in the Cavity Wall Installation Set.
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Installation of the Vandalism Kit (Accessory)
• Specialized Dome Camera for wall or ceiling mounting
• Mounting sets for indoor or outdoor use
• Mounting options: wall, ceiling, pole or Outdoor Wall Mount
• Different washers (45°, 30°, 45°), depending on requirements

Mounting Options

Connections and Initial Operation of the D26
To suppress electromagnetic interference, attach the enclosed hinged ferrite (item 1.6) to the pre-installed Ethernet cable of the camera. The hinged ferrite should be positioned as close as possible to the camera body.
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